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HYPERSURFACES WITH PARTIALLY INTEGRABLE
STRUCTURE OF AN ODD-DIMENSIONAL SPHERE

YEONG-Wu CHOE

§ O. Introduction

D. E. Blair [lJ, S. Ishihara ([4J, [14J). U-H. Ki ([4J, [7J, [16J) ,
G. D. Ludden [lJ, M. Okumura [20J, J. S. Pak [7J and K. Yano
([1J, [14J, [16J, [18J) studied a structure induced on a hypersurface of
an almost contact manifold or a submanifold of codimension 2 of an
almost complex manifold. When the ambient manifold admits a
Riemannian metric, Yano and Okumura called the' structure the(f, g,
u, v, x)-structure ([20J).

As is well known, the odd-dimensional sphere S2n+l (1) of radius 1
has an almost contact metric structure induced from the natural Kaeh
lerian structure of an even-dimensional Euclidean space and consequently
a hypersurface immersed in S2n+1(1) admits the so-called (f, g, u, v, A)
structure.

On the other hand, H. Suzuki [l1J investigated the integrability
conditions of an almost complex structure F constructed from the (f,
g, u, v, A)-structure. Using local components of the Nijenhuis tensor for
med with F, many authors ([lJ, [3J, [5J, [6J, [8J, [12J, [13J, [14J etc.)
studied hypersurfaces of S2n+1 (1) .

In the present paper, we characterize hypersurfaces of an !odd-dime
nsional unit sphere under one of the integrable conditions of F above.

In § 1, we recall fundamental properties and structure equations for
hypersurfaces immersed in a Sasakian manifold and introduce Yano
Kon's work (see THEOREM A and B).

§ 2 is devoted to define the partially integrability of a manifold with
(f, g, u, v, A)-structure and to find some useful lemmas on the hypersur
face with such a structure of S2n+l (1).

In § 3, we study complete:-hypersurfaces with partially integrable
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(f, g, u, v, A)-structure immersed in S2n+1(I) and characterize the hype
rsurfaces under certain conditions (see THEOREM 8""-'11).

In the" last§ 4, we prove that if a pseudo-Einstein hypersurface of
S2n+1 (1) admits partially integrable structure, then the Sasakian structure
vector is tangent to the hypersurface.

§ 1. Hypersurfaces of a Sasakian manifold

Let N be a (2n+ I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold with structure
tensor (rjJ, G,~). Then the structure tensor of N satisfies [9J

I
rjJ2X= -X+1)(X)~,

(1. 1) rjJ~=O, 1) (rjJX) =0, 1)(~) =1,
G(rjJX, rjJY) =G(X, Y) -1j(X)1)(Y)

for any vector fields X and Y on N, where the I-form 1) is defined by
1) (X) =G (X,~) for any vector field X on N. We donote by /7 the op
erator of covariant differentiation with respect to the metric tensor G on
N. We then have

(1. 2) /7x~=rjJX, (/7xrjJ) Y= -G(X, Y)~+1)(X)Y

for any vector fields X and Y on N.
Let M be a 2n-dimensional orientable and connected real hypersurface

in N covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {W;ya}, that is,
M be isometrically immersed in N by the immersion i: M-tN as a
hypersurface. (Throughout this paper the indices a, b, c, d and e run
over the range {l, 2, "., 2n} ).

Denoting by B=di, the differential of i, then the induced Riemannian
metric g on M is given by

(1. 3) G(BX, BY) =g(X, Y)

for any vector fields X and Y tangent to M because the immersion is
isometric.

Since M is orientable, we can choose a unit normal C to M globally
along M. Thus, for any vector field X tangent to M, we can put

(1. 4)
(1. 5)
(1. 6)

rjJBX=BfX-u(X)C,
rjJC=BU,
~=BV+AC,

where we have put u (X) = g (U, X), f being a tensor field of· type



(1. 7)
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(1,1), U and V vector fields and A a function on M.
Applying ifJ to both sides of the equations (1. 4) r-v (1. 6) and usmg

(1.1) and (1. 3), we find ([lJ, [3J, [5J etc.)

1
I/fea= -Oea+Ueua+Veva,
uef/= -AV" Vef/=AUe,
feaue=J..va, feave= -J..ua,

Iu.v'=O, ueue=vev'=1-A2,

gedf/fbd=geb-ueub-vevb,

where lea, geb' ua and va are components of I, g, U and V respectively
and U a and V a are associated I-forms of ua and va respectively. There
fore M admits the so-called (f, g, u, v, A)-structure ([16J, [18J). If we
put feb leagab, then we can easily see that feb is skew-symmetric.

It is well known that the (f, g, u, v, A)-structure induced on the hy
persurface M of a Sasakian manifold N with the second fundamental
form H satisfies ([lJ, [3J, [5J etc.)

(T:S)
(1. 9)
(1.10)
(1.11)

17eIba==-=-gebV"'ftte~ +'hc-bu'" - he-4uiJ;

Veub=Ageb+he.lbe,
VeVb leb+J..heb ,
VeA= -ue-he.ve,

where heb are components of H, h/=hebgab, (geb) = (geb)-l and Vc be
ing the operator of the covariant differentiation with regpect to geb.

We note from (1.10) that the function 1-A2 is nonzero almost ever
ywhere on M because heb is symmetric and feb is skew-symmetric.

We now define a tensor field T of type (0, 2) defined by

(1.12) Teb-f/Veub-!beV.Ue- (Vcfbe-Vbf/)ue-A(Vevb-Vbve).

If T vanishes identically, then the (f, g, u, v, iI.)-structure induced on
M is said to be partially integrable (cf. [3J).

Substituting (1. 8)r-v(1.10) into (1.12), we get

(1.13)

When the ambient manifold is a unit sphere S2n+1 (1) , the equations
of Gauss and Codazzi are given respectively by

(1.14) Kdeb"=Od"geb-O/gdb+hdaheb-heahdb,
(1.15) Vehba-Vbhea=O,

Kdeba being components of the curvature tensor of M. Denoting by K eb
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the components of the Ricci tensor 8 of the hypersurface, we have from
, (1.14)

(1.16) Kcb= (2n-1)gcb+hhcb-hcehbe,

where h=hcbgcb. Thus the scalar curvature K of M IS written In the
form

(1.17) K=2n(2n-1) +h2_hcbhcb.

If 178=0 on M, then the hypersurface M is said to be Ricci parallel.
Let M be a 2n-dimensional hypersurface with A=O of 8 211+1(1). If

the Ricci tensor 8 of M is of the form

(1.18) 8 (rjrX, if>2Y) =ag(rjrX, if>2Y) +bu (if>2X)u (if>2Y)

for any vector fields X and Y tangent to M, a and b being constants,
then M is called a pseudo-Einstein hypersur/ace of 8 211+1 (1) [17].
The equation (1. 18) is equivalent to

(1.19) Kcb=a(gcb-VcVb) +bUcUb+ (KceVe)Vb+ (KbeVe)Vc
- (KedVevd)vcVb

with the aid of (1. 4), (1. 5) and (1.7) with A=O.
Let C"+1 be the space of (n+ l)-tuples of complex numbers (Z1> "',

ZII+1)' Put 8 211+1={(ZI"",ZII+1) EC"+l: ~:lzjI2=1}. For a positive

number r we denote by Mo (2n, r) a hypersurface of 8 211 +1 defined by
n n+l

L:lzj I2=rlz lI+11 2, L: IZj12=1.
i=l i=l

For an integer m(2~m~n-1) a hypersurface M(2m, m, (m-1)/
(n-m» of 8211+1 is defined by

m m-I 11+1
L: Iz·12=-- L: Iz·12,
i=l J n-m j=m+! J

11+1

L: Iz·12=1.
j=l J

For a number t(O<t<l) we denote by M(2n, t) a hypersurface of
8211+1 defined by

11+1

L: Izj I2=1.
j=1

K. Yano and M. Kon proved the follo-

11+1

L: Iz·21 2=t,
j=1 J

In the right of these facts,
wing two theorems.
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THEOREM A ([17J). If M is a complete pseudo-Einstein hypersurface
with i/=O in S2n+l(1) (n~3), then M is congruent to some Mo (2n, r)
or to some M(2n, rn, (m-1)/(n-m) or to M(2n, l/(n-l».

THEOREM B ([17J). If M is a complete pseudo-Einstein minimal hy
persurface with i/=O in S2n+l(1) (n~3), then M is congruent to Mo (2n,
2n-l) or to M(2n, (n+1) 12, 1). In the latter case, n is odd.

§ 2. Lemmas on partially integrable structure

From now on we suppose that the hypersurface M of an odd-dimen
sional unit sphere S2n+l(1) has the partially integrable (f,g,u,v,i/)
structure. Then we have from (1. 13)

(hceue) Ub - (hbeue) Uc+UbVc -UcVb=O.

Transvecting ub and using (1. 7), we get

(2.1)

because the function 1-i/2 does not vanish almost everywhere, where we
have put

(2.2) hcbucub=a (1- i/2).

If we transvect (1. 11) with U C and make use of (1. 7) and (2. 1) ,
then we have

(2.3)

Transvecting (1. 16) with ub and taking account of (1. 11), (2. 1) and
(2. 2), we have

(2.4) Kceue= (2n-2+ha-a2)uc+ (a-h)vc-Vci/.

First of all, we prove

LEMMA 1. If M is a hypersurface of S2n+1(1) with partially inte
grable (f, g, u, v, i/)-structure, then the function ;( is constant.

Proof. Differentiating (2.1) covariantly along M, we find

(Vchbe)ue+hbevcUe= -VcVb+ (17ca) Ub+ a17cub

Substituting (1. 9) and (1. 10) into the above equation, we have

(Vchbe)Ue+2;(hcb+hbehcafea= - fcb+ (Vca)ub+a(i/gcb+hcefoe) ,
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(2.9)

from which we have

(2.5) 2hheh,afea=2fb,+ (r,a)ub- (flha) u,+a (h,efbe-hhe!/) ,

taking the skew-symmetric part and using (1. 15) .

Transvecting (2.5) with ub and making use of (1. 7), (1. 11), (2. 1)
and (2. 3), we find

(2.6) (l-)'Z)flca=,8u,-aAfl).-).(az+4}v"

where we have put fJ=ueflea.
Covariant differentiation of (2. 6) gives

(1-)'Z)flYba- (flcAZ) (flba) + ~ (r,a)flbA2+-~afll'bA2

= (r,,8) Ub+fJ ().g'b+hcef{) - (a2+4) (fl,).) vb--2}.a (flca) Vb
-}.(a2+4) (f,b+)'h,b)

with the aid of (1. 9) and (1. 10), from which we have

(2.7) 3A {(rbA) (r,a) - (fl,).) (fl~)}

= (r,,8)ub- (rb,8)u,+,8(hu ibe-hbe!/) - (a2+4) (Vbfl ,).-vJ7b).)
+2a).(vcfi'ba-v,)7,a) -2), (a2+4)f,b,

taking the skew-symmetric part.
If we transvect (2.7) with ub and take account of (1. 7), (2. 2) and

(2. 3), then we obtain

(2.8) (1- ).2)fl,,8= (uefle,8) U,- 2).,8fl,).-). {3,8a+2}. (az+4)} VC'

Substituting (2.6) and (2.8) into (2. 7), we get

J.,8 ( 8),z+az+4
l-Az ucfi'b).-Ubfl ,).) + 1-}.z (Vbfl,A-V,flbA)

A= 1-).2 {{Ja+2).(a2+4)} (U,Vb-UbV,) + fJ(h,efbe-hbe!/)

-2). (a2+4)f,b

because the function 1-).2 is nonzero almost everywhere.
Transvecting (2.9) with vb and using (1. 7), (2. 1) and (2.3), we

find

where we have put r=vefleA.
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Transvecting this equation with f{ yields

2 2 e , _ }.2f3r }.r(8}.2+a2+4)
(8). +a +4)fb f7e }.+f3f7bA -!3rVb- 1-}.2 Vb+ 1-}.2 Ub,

where we have used here (1. 7) and (2.3). Thus the last two equations
give

(2.10)

for some function 0 on M. Differentiating this covariantIy, we find

f7F"A= (f7,p)Vb+O(fcb+}.h cb )

because of (1. 10), from which we have

(f7,p)Vb- (17bo) vc+2ofcb= 0,
-

taking the skew-symmetric part.
Transvecting the above equation with vb yields

(1-).2)17co= (ve17eO)Vc-2AOUc'

Therefore, the last two relationships imply

Aa
1-}.2 (UcVb-UbVc) -ofcb = 0.

If we transvect fcb and use (1. 7), we see that 0 vanishes identically
on M for n>1. Hence it follows from (2. 10) that A is constant on M.
This completes the proof of the lemma.

LEMMA 2. Under the same assumptions as those stated in LEMMA 1,

if a=h, then ).=0 on M.

Proof. Since A is constant and a=h, (2.6) and (2.8) reduce respe.
ctively to

(2.11)

(2.12)

(1-).2)f7ch=f3uc-)'(h2+4)v.,

(1-}.2)f7cf3= (uef7ef3) uc-). {3hf3+2A (h2+4)} vc.

Differentiating (2. 11) covariantIy and substituting (1. 9) and (1. 10),
we find

(1 - ).2) f7cf7bh= (f7cf3) ub+ f3 (Agcb +hcefb") - 2J..h (f7ch) vb
-}. (h2+4) (fcb + J..hcb )

because of the fact that A=const., from which we have
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(2.13) (flcl3) Ub - (flbf3)Ue+/3(heefbe-hbef/) -2.il.h(Vbfleh-vYbh)
- 2.il. (h2+4)feb=0,

taking the skew-symmetric part.
Substi~uting (2. 11) and (2. 12) into (2. 13), we have

( e_ e) _ '( 2 ) _.il. {hf3+2.il.(h2+4)} ( _ _f3 heefb hbefe 2A h +4 feb l-.il.2 VeUb VbUe) -0.

Thus, by transvecting feb and taking account of (1. 7), (1. 11) and
(2. 1), we see tnit .il. vanishes on M for n>1. Therefore,· the 'lemma
is proved.

LEMMA 3. Under the same assumptions as' those stated· in LEMMA 1,

if the mean curvature is constant, then we-' have A=O on M.

Proof. Since .il. is constant, (1. 11) reduces to

(2.14)

Operating Vc to (2.14) arid making use of (f. 9), (1.10) and (1. 15),
we get

(~eh)ve+.il.hcbhcb-. -2n.il.~

Since h is constant, it follows that .il. vanishes identically on M. This
eompletes the·· proof.

- ~ - ~ - ,

LEMMA 4. Under the same assump~ions ,as those stated in LEMMA 1,

if .il.=0, then a is constant on M.

Proof: .Since A=O on M, (2.6), (2: 8) and (2.9) reduce respectively
to

(2.15) Vca= f3uc'
(2.16) flcf3= (uefle/3)uc>
(2.17) f3(hee f;/""-hb,[/}=O.

Thus, (2. 5) implies that

(2.18) j3(hbeh/f/-!bc) =0

Now we put a set A= {xEMIf3(x) =FO}. Then A is open in M.
Thereby at each point of A, we have from (2. 17) and (2. 18)

(2.19)
(2.20)

hcefbe-hbef/=O,
" hbeh,/fca,~ ffJe=O.
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Transvecting (2.20) with /Cb and using (1.7) with ':(=0, (2.1) and
(2. 14), we get on A

hcbhcb=a2+4-2n.

On the other hand, we have on A

(l7cub) (l7cub) = (huibe) (hac fba) =hcbhcb-a2-2

with the aid of (1.7) and (1. 9) with ,:(=0, (2.1) and (2.14). Thus,
it follows that

(2.21)

on A. Transvecting (2. 21) with fab yields

on A because of (1. 7) with ,:(=0, (2.1) and (2.14).
Differentiating the above equation covariantly and taking account of

(1.12) with A=O, (2.15) and (2.21), we get on A

from which we have

ubfca - ucfba - 2uafbc= 0,

taking the skew-symmetric part with respect to band c and using (1.
15). Thus, it follows that fcb=O, which contradicts the fact that n>l.
Hence the set A is void and so a is constant because of (2. 15). Th
erefore the lemma is proved.

Combining LEMMA 2'"'-'4, we conclude

LEMMA 5. Let M be a hypersurface with partially integrable (f, g,
u, v, A)-structure of S2n+l(I). If the mean curvature h of M is constant
or h is equal to a, then ,:( vanishes identically and a is constant on M.

LEMMA 6. Under the same assumptions as those stated in LEMMA 1,

we have

(2.22)

Proof. From the Ricci identity for ua, that is,

I7dl7cua-17Ydua=Kdcbaub,
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we find
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C'bC'cUb= Kcbub

because of LEMMA 1 and (1.-9)'. Froriithis and (2.4) with A=const.,
we have

(2.23) uc17bC'cUb= (1-)2) (2n-2+ha-a2).

On the other hand, transvecting (1. 9), with U C and using (1. 7) and
(2. 1), we get

ucC'cUb = --: .:taVb·

If we apply C'b to this and make iI~e of the fact that A IS constant,
we obtain

(C'cUb) (l7buc) +ucC'bVcUb= -.:t {(C'ba)vb+aC'bvb} .

, Taking account of (1.10), (2.6) with .:t=const. and (2.23), we
have

(2.24) (l7cUb) (C'buc) =;(2,(2n+2) - (2n-2+ha-a2).

VVe have from (1.7), (1.9), (2.1) and (2.14)

(2.25) IlC'cub1l2=hcbhcb-a2--:2+.:t2(2n+2+a2).

,Substituting (2. 24) and (2. 25) into the identity:

1211C'cub+C'bUcll2= lIC'cucI12+ (C'cUb) (C'buc) ,

we obtain (2. 22) . Therefore LEMMA 6 is proved.

LEMMA 7. Under the same assumptions as those stated in LEMMA 1,

if A vanishes identically and

(2. 26) hc~cb=ha+2n

holds, then we have

(2.27)

Proof. From (2.22) and (2.26) we have

P'cUb+P'bUc=O

because of the fact that A vanishes. And consequently

•
(2.28)
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with the aid of (1. 9). Since A=O, (2.6) becomes

(2. 29)

If we take account of (2.28) and (2.29), then (2. 5) reduces to

hbehea fca= fcb+hbef/.

Transvecting this with fd c and make use of (1. 7), (2. 1) and (2.14),
we obtain (2. 27). This completes the proof of LEMMA 7.

§ 3. Complete hypersurfaces of S2n+l (1) with partially integr
able structure

First of all we prove

THEOREM 8. Let M be a complete and connected hypersurface of an
odd-dimensional sphere S2n+1 (1) (n> 1). If the induced (f, g, u,v, A)
structure is partially integrable and Ricci tensor S of M satisfies (f7xS)
y= (f7yS) X for any vector fields X and Y tangent to M, then M is a

product of two spheres SPXS2n- p, p being an odd number.

Proof. From LEMMA 1, we know that A is constant on M. Thus
(2. 4) reduces to

(3.1) Kbeue= (2n-2+ha-a2)ub+ (a-h) Vb.

Transvecting (1. 16) with VC and using (2. 1) and (2.14), we find

(3.2) -Kbeve=2(n-1)vb+ (a-h)uh'

Differentiating (3.2) covariantly and substituting (1.9) 1 and (1. 10),
we get

(f7cKbe)Ve+Kbe (f/+Ah/)

=2(n-I) (fcb+Ahcb) +l7c(a-h)ub+ (a-h) ()..gcb+hcefbe) ,

from which we have

(3.3) Kbe!/- K ce fbe=4(n-I) fcb+ (a-h) (hcefbe-hbe!/)
+l7c(a-h) Ub -l7b(a-h)uc,

taking the skew-symmetric part and using (1. 16) and the fact that

l7cKbe=l7bKce·
Transvecting (3.3) . ~ith _ub and_ taking account of (1. 7), (2.1),

(2. 14), (3. 1) and (3: 2), we find
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Thus, (3.3) becomes

(3.5) Kbef/-Kcefbe=4(n-I)fcb+ (a-h) (hcehe-hbef/).

Transvecting (3. 5) with fcb and taking account of (1. 7), (2. 1),
(2.14), (3.1) and (3.2), we find

K=4n(n-I) +h(h-a).

We now prove from this that A vanishes identically.
Since K is a constant because VcKba-VbKca=O, we have from this

relation

(3.6) (Vch) (h-a) +hVc(h-a) =0.

On the other hand, we see from (3.4) that

(3.7) Vb (a-h) =eUb

for some function e because the function 1- A2 does not vanish.
If we differentiate (3. 7) covariantly and substitute (1. 9), then we

obtain

vFb(a-h) = (Vce)Ub+e(Agcb+hce!be) ,

which implies that

(Vce)Ub- (V"e) uc+e (hcehe-hbe!/) =0.

Transvecting this with u b and taking account of (1. 7), (2. 1) and
(2. 14), we find

(I-A2)Vce= (ueVee)uc-Aaevc·

Thus, it follows that

/a~2 (VbUc -VcUb) +e (hcehe- h",f/) =0.

Transvecting the above equation with fcb gives e(h - a) = O. Hence
(3.7) implies that 17b(a-h)2=0 and consequently a-h is constant.
Thus (3.6) reduces to (17ch) (h-a) =0. Combining this fact and LEMMA

5, we see that A vanishes identically and a is constant on M. Therefore
(2. 22) reduces to

(3.8)
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If we take account of (1. 16), then (3. 5) becomes

(hc
aibe-hbaf/)hea=2fbc+a(hceibe-hb,f/).

Transvecting this with fcb and using (1. 7), (2. 1) and (2.14), we
obtain (2. 26). Thus, due to LEMMA 7, we have (2. 27).

Differentiating (2.27) covariantly and taking account of the fact that
a is constant, we get

(3.9) (Vdhce)hbe+h/(Vdhbe) =aVdhcb'

Taking the skew-symmetric part with respect to d and c and using
(1. 15), we have

which implies that

(3.10)

Adding

(3.11)

h/CVdhbe) -hbe(flchde) =0.

(3. 9( to (3. 10), we find

2h/ CVdhbe) =aVdhcb'

Transvecting (3. 11) with hac and using (2. 27) and (3. 11) itself,
we get

(3.12) Vdhba=O.

From (2.26) and (2. 27) we easily see that the principal curvatures
of the second fundamental tensor H are constant and the multiplicity of
the principal curvature (a+ -via2+4) /2 is odd. Developed above, we
conclude that, by the completeness, M is a product of, two spheres
8 PX8211 - P, p being an odd number (cf. [10J, [15J). This completes
the proof.

According to THEOREM 8, we have

COROLLARY 9. Let M be a complete and connected hypersurface with
parallel Ricci tensor of an odd-dimensional sphere 8 2n+1 (1) (n> 1). If
the induced (f, g, u, v, J.) -structure is partially integrable, then M is a
product of two spheres SPXS2n-p, p being an odd number.

REMARK. C. -H. Chung and V-H. Ki [3J proved COROLLARY 9
under the additional condition that the Sasakian structure vector of
8 2n+1 (1) is tangent to the hypersurface.
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We next prove

THEOREM 10. Let Mbe a complete and connected hypersurface of an
odd-dime11;sional sphere 82"+1(1) (n>l) such that the Ricci curvature 8
of M satisfies.

(3.13) .

for any vector fields X and Y tangent to M. If the partially integrable
(f, g, u, v, A)-structure induced on M satisfies one of the following con
ditions:
Ca) Mis compact,
(h) the mean curvature of M i$ constant,
then M is of the same type as in THEOREM 8.

Proof. Transvecting (1. 14) with vd and using (2. 14), we find

(3.14)

from which we have

(3.15)

transvecting vb and taking account of (1. 7) and (2. 14).
From the Ricci identity for S, the local components of (3.13) IS

given hy

(3.16)

Transvecting (3. 16) with vdva and using (3.2), (3. 14) and (3. 15),
we find

(Vegcb-vbgce-u,)lcb-+Ubhce) {(2n-2)ve+ (a-h)ue}
+Kbe {vcve+u~ue- (1-),2)o/} =0.

Using (1. 7), (2. 1), (2. 14), (3. 1) and (3. 2) we ohtain

(3.17) K cb= (2n-2)gcb+ (h-a)hcb

because t _),2 is not zero, which implies that

(~~18)K=4n(n-l)+h(h-a).

Substituting (3. 17) into (1. 16), we get

(3.19) .hcehbe:...-a.hco+gcb·

..In the first place, if the mean curvature of M is' consta~t, then, 'hy
LEMMA 3, we see that ),=0 and a is cOnstant~Thus, as In the proOf
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of THEOREM 8, it follows from (3.19) that

\3.20) 17dhcb=O

because of (1.15) and the fact that a=const. Hence (3.17) and (3.20)
imply that the Ricci tensor of M is parallel.

In the next step, we suppose that M is compact. Since we have from
(1. 9)

Vcu
c =2nA.,

it follows that A. vanishes identically on M because of LEMMA 1. Thus,
a is constant on M by virtue of LEMMA 4. Therefore, we see from
(3.19) that the second fundamental tensor of M is parallel and hence
the Ricci tensor of M is parallel too.

According to COROLLARY 9, M is SP XS2n- p, p being an odd num
ber. This completes the proof.

Finally we prove

THEOREM 11. Let M be a complete and connected hypersurface of
S2n+l (1) (n> 1) with Partially integrable (f, g, u, v, A)-structure. If the
mean curvature of M is constant, the second fundamental form H is po
sitive semi-definite and satisfies Trace t HH'5=. 2n at every point on M,
then M is SnXSn or SPXS2n-p. In the latter case, p is odd:

Proof. From LEMMA 3, we see that A is zero and hence a is constant
on M because of LEMMA 4. Since the second fundamental form is po
sitive semidefinite, by the definition of a and h, it follows that ha is
nonnegative. Thereby, from (2.22) we have

O~ ~ 11Vcub+VbucI12~hcbhcb-2n

which implies that

(3.21)
(3.22)

VcUb+VbUc=O,
hcbkcb=2n

because of hcbhcb~2n at every point of M.
From (3. 21) and LEMMA 7 we can prove that

(3.23)

because of Cl. 9), (2. 1) and the fact that A=O. This implies
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hcTJtcb= 2n+ah.

If we take account of (3.22), we obtain ah=O on M. Thus it foll
ows that a=O or h=O since a is constant.

First of all, if h =0, that is, M is minimal, then owing to Chern-
do Carmo-Kobayashi's result [2J, M is SnXSn because of (3.22).

Secondly if a=O on M, then (3.23) reduces to

(3.24) hc"hbe=gcb'

From this and (1.15) we easily verify that Fdhcb=O.
On the other hand, from (3.24) we can see that the second fund

amental tensor hc
a has two principal curvatures 1 and -1 and the mu

ltiplicities of these are odd. Thus M is a product of two odd-dimens
ional spheres. Hence THEOREM 11 is proved.

§ 4. Pseudo-Einstein hypersurfaces with partially integrable
structure

Let M be a hypersurface of S2n+l(I). Then we have from (1.1) and
(1. 3) '"'-' (1. 6)

(4.1) fjJ2BX=B( -X+G(X, V) V)+-<G(X, V)C

for any vector field X tangent to M. We denote by ejJ2X the tangential
part of if>2BX.

If the Ricci tensor S of M is of the fonn

(4.2) S (ejJ2X, cjJ2y) =ag (cjJ2X, cjJ2 Y) +bu(cjJ2X)u (cjJ2Y)

for any vector fields X and Y tangent to M, a and b being constants,
then M is called a pseudo-Einstein hypersur/ace of S2n+1(I) (cf. [17J).
In particular, if -< vanishes identically, then Yano and Kon called also
the hypersurface is pseudo-Einstein.

Since cjJ2X=-X+G(X, V) V, (4.2) reduces to

(4.3) Kcb= (KceVe)Vb+ (Kbeve) Vc- (KedVevd)vcVb
+a {gcb- (1+'(2)vcVbl +bucUb

because of (1. 3) and (1. 7) .
Transvecting (4.3) with vb and using (1.7), we find

(4.4) -<2Kceve=A2 (Kedvevd) Vc+aA4vc,

from which we have
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}.2(KedveV d ) =a}.2(1-}.2),

transvecting (4.4) with vc.
Thus (4.4) becomes

}.2Kceve= a}.2vco

Substituting this into (4.3), we get

(4.5) J..2Kcb=J..2(agcb+bucub).

In this section, we assume that M has partially integrable (f, g, u,
v, J..) -structure. Then J.. is constant on M because of LEMMA 1-

We now suppose that }. does not vanish. Then (4.5) implies

Kcb=agcb+bucub·

Substituting this into (1.16), we find

(4.6) hcehbe= (2n-1-a)gcb+hhcb-bucub·

If we transvect (4.6) with ub and take account of (2. 1) and (2. 14),
we get

{2n-2-a+ha-a2-b(1-J..2)} uc+ (a-h)vc=O

and consequently a =f:- h because 1 - J..2 is not zero. Thus, by LEMMA 2,
J.. vanishes identically on M.' Hence we have the pseuod-Einstein hy
persurface in the sense of Yano and Kon.

According to THEOREM A and B we have

THEOREM 12. Let M be a complete pseudo-Einstein hypersurface of
S2n+1(1), (n~3). If the induced structure on M is partially integrable,
then M is congruent to some Mo (2n, r) or to some M (2n, m, (m -1) /
(n-m» or to M (2n, 1/(n-I».

THEOREM 13. Let M be a complete pseudo-Einstein minimalhypets
urface of S2n+l (1), (n~3). If the induced structure on M is partially
integrable, then M is congruent to M(2n, 2n-1) or to M(2n, (n+1)/2,
1). In the latter case, n is odd.
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